Employing insights from contemporary postcolonial, decolonial, and indigenous theory, this article argues that home, identity, and the politics of naming "here" are emerging as complex "mobile localities" with implications for how a globalizing world is understood. The Cartesian reasoning that enabled Eurocentric perspectives to lay sole claim to universality is now being challenged by decolonizing views that understand locality through a framework more closely attuned to what Boaventura Sousa de Santos calls "an ecology of knowledges." To hold to a single definition in a globalizing world increasingly marks a failure of imagination: a "monoculture of the mind" in a multicultural world. For many, locality may now be a form of translocality, in which alternative understandings of space and time co-exist, sometimes only concurrently, and sometimes mingling to form emergent understandings. The paper interprets two contemporary Canadian texts involved in renegotiating urban civic space--Cree poet Marvin Francis's City Treaty: A Long Poem and Trinidadian-Canadian Dionne Brand's What Localities, Vol. 4, 2014, pp. 7-49 Diana Brydon 8 Localities, Vol. 4
Localities, Vol. 4 I explain how Canada is increasingly being described as a particular type of settler colony, in recognition of the fact that it was already settled by indigenous peoples when, like the rest of the Americas, it was first "discovered" by European adventurers.
After sections on home, identity, and the politics of naming "here" as a complex chronotope 2 and "mobile locality Harvard University Press. 6) Vandana Shiva, 1993 called "an ecology of knowledge" 7 framework.
The implications of recognizing the importance of locality in shaping perception and evaluation are profound and still being worked through across the full range of disciplinary practices.
We know, for example, that local languages and religious practices were banned throughout the colonies during the times of the British Empire. has never been told" 13 as a result of colonialism, is the urgent question: givencontexts of epistemic violence, how might cognitive justice be imagined?
To focus on epistemic violence is not to downplay other forms of institutional and physical violence but it is to recognize how intertwined they are. If they are to be disentangled, then epistemic issues cannot be ignored. Spivak argues that "the world needs an epistemological change that will rearrange 12) see also McLeod on how Cree narrative memory works: "Narratives are constantly being reinterpreted and recreated in light of shifting experience and context" (11). "Open-endedness" is a central feature of this process (13). 13) Erna Brodber, 1988 Localities, Vol. 4 
III. Home
With the rise of globalization, many are asking about how we might see the world in its entirety as our home. Spivak offers planetary as a counter to global. 31 Edward Said writes of the necessity of worldliness. For Spivak, planetarity involves an alternative logic to that of transnational capital, which may be achieved through developing "transnational literacies"; that is, alternative modes of meaning-making attentive to differences and also complicities. Her utopianism contrasts with Said's worldliness, which involves a type of secular humanism that enables "contrapuntal reading." Such readings attend to both dominant metropolitan logics and those of the versions of reality they have Princeton University Press. 39) Salman Rushdie, The Wizard Oz, 2002. London: BFI, Rushdie calls this chant "the least convincing idea of the film" pp. 14-16 while pointing to Dorothy's song, "Over the Rainbow," as a "celebration of Escape" and a "hymn-the hymn-to Elsewhere" (23). Italics in origin. 40) I addressed the question of home at more length in Brydon, "Storying Home:
Power and Truth".
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in Bengali doesn't just mean 'home;' it also means 'room' in the way in which it doesn't mean that in Hindi." 41 people work, they eat, they drink, they have sex, but it's hard not to wake up here without the certainty of misapprehension" 62 .
V. Reconceiving the Local
This is a wonderful phrase for describing the kinds of doublebinds that come with a city formed by immigration and built on unacknowledged "Ojibway land" 63 : the certainty of misapprehension.
In other words, the only thing you can know for certain is that His Joe stirs up a "native tempest" 78 , combining intertexts from canonical English literature, advertising slogans, and pop culture catchphrases with words borrowed from the many native "word drummers" whose work has led the way toward "righting" the treaties, with write spelled as right to underline the point. 79 In this way, the poet refuses to limit his imagination to work within a single local tradition, drawing instead on the full ecology of knowledge available to him while processing them through his own local matrix. The aesthetics of that streetwise position is performed through the interactions of Joe, the contemporary native man in the street, and the Native Clown, a mythic figure "who traditionally questions, mocks, entertains and turns the world inside out," as Francis explains in his MA thesis Proposal. 87 In the poem, refusing to explain is part of his strategy: "so you have to explain who is this clown / but I won't / I can knot / will not will not" 88 . In "My Urban Rez," Francis writes: "The Native Landscape includes the city, and both the Native communities and society in general must find a way to use the best that the city has to offer to form a site that is beneficial to all" (4). Two texts constitute too small a sample to indicate a larger trend but they do raise questions about the "methodological nationalisms" (Beck) in which literary critics continue to be trained, and through which nation-based studies make their meanings. My point, however, is not to argue against working through national channels to achieve social justice goals. Quite the contrary. Nation-based institutional structures continue to serve important purposes, and in a functioning democracy, they can still remain a citizen's best hope for achieving such goals and for making a difference, through coalitions, on the international stage. In turn, the national imaginaries through which such institutions are formed and sustained depend upon local and 
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VII. Conclusion
This paper has woven together insights from de-colonial, indigenous, postcolonial, and globalization theories to argue for the validity of emerging understandings of locality as a mobile and shape-shifting imaginary that interacts through human engagements with other localities within a shifting global terrain. 96 It is written out of my own lived experiences a reader and a Directions of Translocation -Towards a Critical Spatial Thinking in Postcolonial Studies" for an extended discussion of the possible meanings of this term, ranging from seeing it as "an intermediary term between 'local' and 'global' … especially suitable for studying connections that are instituted by non-dominant social actors" (xiv) to its usage to describe "multiple crossings, switching back and forth, and transformation" (xxxv) In their Introduction to their edited book, Edward Said's Translocations: Essays in Secular Criticism, Tobias Doring and Mark Stein use translocation to "describe both the disparities and the continuities between two places, fields, or discourses, which are brought together in an argument It thus describes an activity on the reader's or critic's part in exploring such connections and seeing 'complementarity and interdependence' across difference, i.e. without abstracting from particularities nor homogenizing everything into broad and diffuse categories" (4). 96) In Brydon "Migrating Literacies: Redefining Knowledge Mobility for the Digital Age," I begin to develop some of these ideas around changing notions of mobility in globalization.
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